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Welcome!

The Transformation Process

Welcome to the third edition of our 2016 New Life Outreach newsletter. It is our goal to produce this
newsletter quarterly, aiming to keep our friends, family and supporters up-to-date as far as what God is doing
through New Life Outreach. We are planning on e-mail and on-line distribution for each edition. As we
continue producing this newsletter, we may play with the format and change some things up, so if you have
any comments or suggestions, please let us know. In the meantime, if you or someone you know would
like to be added to our e-mail list, please send us a note at info@newlifeoutreach.us or visit us at www.
newlifeoutreach.us.

Transforming Power−The Kingdom of Heaven
Kingdom of Heaven: “The sovereign rule of God, manifested in Christ to defeat His enemies, with a people
over whom He reigns, and a realm in which the power of His reign is experienced.” (Vine’s Expository Dictionary)
“The Kingdom−The realm of the ungrieved Spirit” (Jack Taylor, 2004)

Just as the early church turned its world upside down, the Kingdom of Heaven contains all the necessary
power to turn our world upside down. Jesus brought the Kingdom of Heaven permanently to earth through His
incarnation. In reference to Jesus, John the Baptist proclaimed in Matthew 3:2, “…the kingdom of heaven is
at hand!” After John’s imprisonment, Jesus spoke of Himself saying, “…Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is
at hand!” (Matthew 4:17). Since Jesus lives within every born again believer, where we are, the Kingdom of
Heaven is. Unmistakably, the plan of God was to send His Kingdom to earth through the birth of His Son, and
to make provision for His Kingdom to permanently remain on earth through the multiplication of the Spirit
of Christ in a many-membered Body; “ …Christ in you, the hope of glory” (Colossians 1:27). The power that
raised Christ Jesus from the dead resides in every believer. Our problem then is not the availability of power,
but an understanding of the need for the conscious, consistent release of the power of the Kingdom of Heaven
into our sphere of influence. The life of Jesus was our example of this release.
Continued....
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In the context of Los Cabos, Mexico, along
with the presence of the glory of God in every believer,
the Lord sent a special ‘presence of the Holy Spirit’ or
anointing to the Los Cabos area through the ministry
of Carlos Annacondia. The Lord specifically led us to
invite this seasoned saint to Los Cabos, as his ministry
is known for changing the spiritual climate of an
area−and we believe it did. We are now blessed with a
‘special’ measure of the power of God for the purpose
of change. In order for the power of God to be released,
however, He needs “a people over whom He reigns.”
The Apostle Paul addressed this issue in Romans:
I APPEAL to you therefore, brethren, and beg of you
in view of [all] the mercies of God, to make a decisive
dedication of your bodies [presenting all your members
and faculties] as a living sacrifice, holy (devoted,
consecrated) and well pleasing to God, which is your
reasonable (rational, intelligent) service and spiritual
worship. −Romans 12:1 AMP
In Bible times, a living sacrifice was an animal
brought to the temple for sacrifice, but rather than
being killed, the animal was used in the service of the
temple for the remainder of its life. The Lord needs
“living sacrifices” for the end time harvest, not only in
Los Cabos but around the world. The type of sacrifice
required is a “holy (devoted, consecrated)” sacrifice,
and just in case you think the Lord is asking too much,
one common teaching for “your reasonable service” is,
“it’s the least you can do!”

The Transformation of the Mind

		
Do not be conformed to this world (this age), [fashioned
after and adapted to its external, superficial customs],
but be transformed (changed) by the [entire] renewal
of your mind [by its new ideals and its new attitude], so
that you may prove [for yourselves] what is the good
and acceptable and perfect will of God, even the thing
which is good and acceptable and perfect [in His sight
for you]. −Romans 12:2 AMP
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The power to transform the world in which
we live was provided over two thousand years ago,
but there is great need for the renewal of the minds
of Christians around the world; this includes leaders
within the church, as well as the majority of Christians.
The Body of Christ needs to start thinking God’s
thoughts.
First of all, the Body of Christ needs a revelation
of God’s plan for the time in which we live. He has a
plan for a great end time harvest of souls and for His
Kingdom to come and His will to be done on earth as it
is in heaven. When asked how they should pray, Jesus
taught His disciples to pray what is commonly called,
“The Lord’s Prayer.”
		
“Pray, then, in this way: ‘Our Father who is in heaven,
Hallowed be Your name. ‘Your kingdom come. Your
will be done, On earth as it is in heaven.
−Matthew 6:9-10
We will not be able to cooperate fully with God
or understand what He is doing in our lives if we live
our lives mainly from preconceived ideas we have of
what God is going to do. Now, more than ever, we must
be studying the Bible daily, allowing it to be the living
word that it is, and then be flexible enough to let God
show us what might possibly be new understanding
of His never-changing word. We also need a new
commitment (as living sacrifices) to walk as Jesus
walked every day.

Transformation of the Mind - Mexico
In Los Cabos, as well as in all of Mexico, there
is a crisis for the need of the basic virtues of the Bible to
be taught; the biblical values America was founded on.
Please do not fool yourself into believing that America
flourished because of her knowledge, abilities and
excellence, while the struggling, developing country
to the south of America is in the state it is because of
its corruption. The corruption in Mexico is the fruit of
its non-Christian heritage.
The main reason for America’s success is that
our country was founded in order to have the freedom
to worship the One True God without government

O LORD, who may abide in Your tent? Who may dwell
on Your holy hill? He who walks with integrity, and
works righteousness, And speaks truth in his heart. He
does not slander with his tongue, Nor does evil to his
neighbor, Nor takes up a reproach against his friend;
In whose eyes a reprobate is despised, But who honors
those who fear the LORD; He swears to his own hurt
and does not change; –Psalm 15:1-4

When the Bible is not the foundation for
any person or civilization, self-centeredness is the
result. This has been the case in Mexico, which has
led to a mindset of self-preservation by the poor
and the weak and to a lifestyle of domination by
those with power and wealth. If lying or dishonest
dealings are necessary to achieve a desired goal,
these are acceptable for success and are actually a
way of life.
In no way are we insulting the people
whom we love, but this a description of much of
the Mexican population from their own people.
This is a mindset, even among Mexican believers,
which must be renewed by the teaching of biblical
principles, along with the purifying fire of the
Holy Spirit. Mexico needs the foundation they
were never given—the foundation that much of
America has now rejected!
This brings us to Avanza sin Tranza. This
program, piloted in Ciudad Juarez, focuses on
the reprogramming of the minds of the Mexican
population in every sector of society. Although
it was created for Juarez, the biblically-based
initiative, led by a seasoned, powerful man of
God, is now spreading throughout Mexico, and
is a necessity in Los Cabos (Please read further
for our article on Avanza sin Tranza). Without a
change in Mexico’s foundation, all else will be
built on “sinking sand.”
The transforming of the mind is the next
foundational step in the transformation of Los
Cabos. In order for the “good and acceptable and
perfect will of God” to come forth in our area, the
minds of the Mexican population, including many
Christians, must be renewed to biblical values.

The Transformation Process

interference. America was dedicated to God by the
founding fathers. The primers in the young nation’s
schools used scripture for reading practice and the
students were taught the values and life principles
of the Bible. These values formed the excellence of
character in America’s people that produced a harvest
of greatness—from the sowing of good seed. On the
other hand, for more than fifty years, America has lost
total sight of its purpose for existence, as the country has
steadily forsaken the One True God. Many Americans
have no idea what scripture says, let alone have the
desire to live by the truth of God’s word. America now
has a crisis of lack of character as a result of her rapid
spiritual decline.
Now let’s consider Mexico. We don’t have the
time or space for a thorough study of the history of
religion in Mexico, but we do need to understand some
of its religious heritage. One of the main groups of
indigenous people in Mexico was the Aztecs, followed
by the Mayans. With no biblical heritage, this was
a foundation of the worship of birds, animals, and
idols, and of course, Satan encouraged their beliefs by
making sure they saw power and/or received results
for their pagan rituals and superstitious practices.
There are groups in Mexico who still unashamedly
follow this heritage. Mexico was then invaded and
settled by France, Spain and numerous other European
countries (including Dutch pirates in Los Cabos).
These settlers came to Mexico for the vast supply of
natural resources. The countries that came also brought
their own mixture of religion and ceremony with them.
This heritage of paganism, superstition and
mixture of religious beliefs, without strong biblical
values, produced a weak foundation in Mexico. Even
among the rich and noble, there are few who are near
to the biblical standard of Psalm 15:

Responding to the
‘Cry of His People’
From the beginning of our assignment from the
Lord—to gather the churches and pastors of Los Cabos
together—we have had a deep burden for brothers and
sisters in the Catholic churches in Mexico. Part of the
original declaration the Lord gave us to speak over
Continued....
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Responding to the Cry of His People, Continued....

Los Cabos was, “He has heard the cry of His people
and He is sending His Holy Spirit to Los Cabos for a
special visitation.” Certainly the born again brothers
and sisters in the Catholic churches of Los Cabos are
longing for this visitation!
When we first moved to Los Cabos, we lived
in the Pueblo of Playita, which is next to San Jose del
Cabo. Playita has its own Catholic mission and we were
blessed, several years ago, to have attended one of their
Saturday evening masses with our former landlords,
Gary and Alecia Hartman. The priest sang choruses
as he strummed his guitar and during his teaching, he
clearly presented an invitation to invite Jesus into our
lives. That same mission had also displayed a vinyl
banner from a former event. The banner had a picture
of Jesus, along with words encouraging the reader to a
relationship with Him.
One morning, while out walking, we were
drawn to the Mission by what sounded like passionate
Spanish prayer. Sure enough, that local mission had a
prayer group that met that morning. With hands raised
high, they prayed over the children, youth and other
needs of the pueblo.
Within the last two years, we were in the Burger
King in San Jose and a group of ladies were there with
printed t-shirts proclaiming, “Charismatic Catholic…
”As we talked with them, they told us they were part
of a Charismatic Catholic Church in the San Jose area,
but we had no idea where.
For those of you who might not know, one of
our ministries for Cabo English Church is greeting at
the front door. A few months ago, Richard was talking
to Ron Welsh, a brother from the Great Lakes area.
Ron just happened to mention that he and his wife
were friends with a charismatic Catholic priest and that
this brother was going to be in Cabo in June to spend
some vacation time with them. Richard shared that we
had met a powerful charismatic Catholic priest at two
different Transform our World Conferences and were
intending, at the right time, to invite him to minister
in Cabo. The two men then realized they were talking
about the same brother, Father Dimitri Sala, and that
he was going to be in Los Cabos June 13-15 at the
Welsh’s Cabo home. (http://www.stainedglasscurtain.
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com/about-fr-dimitri-sala.html)
After corresponding with Father Dimitri and
Ron Welsh, Father Dimitri asked Ron if he would have
us connect him with the local Charismatic Church
we knew. The rest of the story is that we had no
idea where the Charismatic Catholics worshiped, let
alone if there was a church. The following morning,
during my devotions, I asked the Lord where to find
the Charismatic Catholics (I was challenged by one of
my devotionals a few months earlier to get in the habit
of asking the Lord questions and expecting Him to
answer); and that morning He did answer and gave me
directions. His directions sent me to the little mission
in Playita (which is now around forty minutes away),
which rarely has anyone at it. That morning there was
a brother who was there working on their new building
expansion. When I asked about the Charismatic
Catholics, his eyes immediately lit up and he told me
they would be meeting that night at 7:00 p.m. and which
mission they would be at. He then called a “Padre” and
told him someone was trying to find them.
The very Monday before, while in the San
Jose square for “Mondays in the Marketplace,” both
Richard and I were impressed with a need to go into
the old San Jose Mission, in the center of town, to pray.
As I was praying, the Lord impressed upon me to ask
for a “Reformation of the Catholic Church.” This was
just before our first visit to the Charismatic Catholic
Church in San Jose.
Two days after our “prayer session” in the San
Jose Mission, we went to the Charismatic Catholic
Church service for the first time. They were exuberant
in their worship, worshiped for almost two hours, and
were passionate in their relationship with the Lord
Jesus. People were prayed for, for healing and other
needs, testimonies were given, and, at the end, others
were encouraged to come to the altar to invite Jesus
into their hearts.
The lay leaders of the church wanted to know
how we found their church and why we wanted to
fellowship with them. When I told them, being that
they believe in the power and presence of the Holy
Spirit, they didn’t think it strange, but rejoiced!
We, along with Father Dimitri, ended up
meeting with the priest of the area. Father Dimitri was

able to talk with him for an extended
period of time and provided him with
information to share with the other
priests in the region. We look forward
to what God is doing in the hearts of
our catholic brothers and sisters!
The amazing thing is, we
weren’t ready financially to be able
to bring Father Dimitri to the area,
but the Lord initiated it all, from Ron
Welsh telling Father Dimitri we knew
of a Charismatic Catholic Church in
the area, to Father Dimitri asking if
he could speak with the Charismatic
Catholics, to the Lord sending me to the
right place at the exact right time to get the information!

Mondays in the Marketplace
We know the Lord knows what He is doing. We often
don’t know what He is up to, though, and must walk by faith.
His ways are so much higher than ours that even when we finally
get a glimpse of the “finished picture,” we are still absolutely
amazed at how He
brought it to pass.
This is the case with
what the Lord is just
beginning to unfold
on Monday mornings in the San Jose del Cabo town plaza.
Let me regress for a moment for a brief explanation of the
Annacondia Crusade’s finances as the framework for this blog. The
Lord clearly did not allow the crusade to be well funded in advance. One
time, when I was discussing this issue with Him, He spoke to my heart,
“I am withholding my provision for a reason.” This brought comfort
Continued....
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Mondays in the Marketplace, Continued....

for a season, but expenses still had to be paid, and we
were past “the point of no return.”
This brings us to how the Lord provided the
majority of what was needed for the crusade. Through
a series of divinely-woven appointments, the new
Mayor (Presidente) of the Municipality of Los Cabos
(San Jose del Cabo and Cabo San Lucas combined)
had promised Pastor Carlos Maciel (who had known
him for over ten years) that he would provide the
municipalities’ sound, light, and stage equipment for the
crusade if he were elected−and he fulfilled his promise
and more! However, the necessary, bureaucratic format
for the requisition of the items, as well as scheduling
the delivery to the crusade site−from several different
departments of the municipality−required numerous
visits by Pastor Carlos to the municipality offices in
San Jose del Cabo. In fact, he just recently shared that
during the two weeks leading up to the crusade, he was
there every morning by 8:00 a.m.
The Lord was working for our good, according
to His plan. If we had had the provision for the
projected crusade budget in the bank, we would have
thanked God for His provision and signed the contract
for the goods. Instead, we, along with Pastor Carlos,
had to continue going forward step-by-step, waiting
on the Lord, and at the end we received great favor.
Since Pastor Carlos had to go to so many departments,
so many times in order to talk to so many heads of the
different departments, the Lord was already building
relationships with these government administrators.
This brings us to “Mondays in the Marketplace.”
In Mexico, every government body, including schools,
meet in their courtyards, recite their powerful pledge of
allegiance (including God), sing their national anthem,
and proudly raise their flag. This ceremony begins at
approximately 8:00 a.m. every Monday morning in
the government municipality courtyard in San Jose.
The entire government staff is present and open to
conversation. The mayor, himself, arrives for this event
and is open to greeting people before the ceremony,
as well as spending time with his constituents for a
brief time afterwards, in order to hear appeals from the
people he is there to serve.
Pastor Carlos, Isidoro (our friend and a long-
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time friend of Mayor Arturo), Richard, and I are
hopping out of bed early every Monday morning for
the drive to San Jose with the excitement of what the
Lord is going to do that morning! Our small group is
looking forward to continuing the relationships that
Pastor Carlos has started. Our goal as marketplace
ministers is also to serve, love on, and pray for people,
whenever the opportunity arises, and we have already
had significant opportunities.
We already have stories of Monday mornings
that will have to be told another time, but we
absolutely know that what the Lord is just beginning
to do on Monday mornings is the result of His restraint
on the funding for the crusade. We were feeling our
discomfort, but He was looking at His big plan – our
future!
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Avanza sin Tranza
Avanza sin Tranza was piloted in Ciudad Juarez
with such great success
that government officials
asked for the program to be
expanded beyond just law
enforcement. For a brief
account of the story of this
program in Ciudad Juarez,
click on the link shown here:
www.transformourworld.
org/en/blogs/14938-thrivingwithout-bribes-the-juarez-miracle-part-2
All of the police forces in Mexico have had
mandatory lie detector testing, including questions
regarding bribes and honesty. The Los Cabos police
force ranked very high as one of the most corrupt
police forces in Mexico. Accepting bribes has become
an accepted way of life and, for many, thought to
be necessary to survive. It is a pivotal strategy for
a breakthrough in Los Cabos, for governmental
corruption and bribes to turnaround—and we know
our new administration, headed by Presidente (mayor)
Arturo de la Rosa, is the administration that can do the
job!
Daniel Valles, who run the program, was with
us from June 15-21. Check out the following articles
for more on his visit to Los Cabos.

Daniel Valles with Avanza Sin
Tranza Visits Los Cabos
Daniel and Lizy Valles with Avanza sin Tranza
arrived from Ciudad Juarez, via Mexico City, after a
delayed flight, at 2:00 a.m. on June 16. Pastor Carlos
Maciel requested the guests speak at his church, Cristo
es el Camino, the evening they flew in. The little
church in the barrios of Cabo San Lucas was full of our
precious friends and Daniel is a seasoned, captivating
orator. He gave a transformational message of affecting
the world around you with the Christ within you. There
were many touched with the message. As he walked
through the aisles and rows, praying for the people,
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hearts were deeply touched and impartations received.
A meeting was scheduled for the next day
with the Deputy Mayor of the Municipality of Los
Cabos, who presides over Cabo San Lucas, along with
the heads of his departments, including the Chief of
Police. We were very excited about this opportunity,
but the meeting was cancelled due to a meeting with
Mayor Arturo de la Rosa in San Jose del Cabo. Another
opportunity didn’t present itself in the time Daniel
was with us, but we continue to pray for another
opportunity at a future visit. The chance to personally
share the Avanza sin Tranza program with Mayor
Arturo also did not materialize as we had expected. We
had already given introductory packets to both officials
and are praying they will see the value and need for the
initiative in their municipalities.
Daniel and Lizy were a joy to work with and we
look forward to future visits with them as they travel
to Los Cabos for the training and organization of the
Avanza sin Tranza initiative!

Adonai Messianic Jewish
Community Congregation
Hosts Valles
Pastor Javier and his Messianic Jewish
Community Congregation had become dear friends
of ours in the early stages of the Carlos Annacondia
Crusade, through divine appointment. Pastor Javier
had been involved on a committee during another
Carlos Annacondia Crusade and was excited that such
a man of God was coming to Los Cabos. Pastor Javier had also
witnessed the transformational move of God in Almolonga,
Guatemala years before, including having been a personal witness
of the gigantic vegetables that came forth as the atmosphere of
Heaven touched the earth in that move of God. We never had to
talk him into believing what God intends to do in Los Cabos!
When we called to see if Daniel could preach on
Saturday, June 18, at the 7:00 p.m. Messianic Shabbat, Pastor
Javier immediately said, ‘yes.’ We were also treated to being a
part of our first bar mitzvah that evening. The event was held
for a precious young man named Carlos. Daniel didn’t start
preaching until around 9:00 p.m., but he gave it all he had. The
congregation listened intently as he preached on the Kingdom of
God being within us.
The
congregation
was so thankful he came. We
also loved being with this
likeminded, precious pastor
and his congregation. It was
a night to remember!
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Daniel Valles...
The Lord’s Connections
The Lord made some amazing connections for
Daniel, ourselves, and in laying the groundwork for
transformation in Los Cabos during the time Daniel
was with us.
Before Daniel arrived, we were blessed to have
Father Dimitri Sala, one of Transform Our World’s
teaching staff, in town for “vacation,” as the guest of
Ron and Nita Welsh from Michigan. Unbeknownst to
us, Daniel had been trying to contact Dimitri without
success. When Dimitri found out Daniel was coming
in, just hours before Dimitri was to fly out, he asked if
we could arrange for him and Daniel to have a chance
to spend a window of time together. The Lord’s first
connection then, was for Daniel to have a chance to
meet with Dimitri—totally unplanned by either of
them. Of course, this meeting was special for us as
well, since Dimitri’s ministry to the precious Catholic
population, and Daniel’s ministry of Avanza sin Tranza
(changing the moral fiber of not only Los Cabos, but
Mexico), are two of the main ministries we knew were
part of our next steps in transformation, following the
Annacondia Crusade.
The next divine appointment was even more
remarkable and came to light as we
were showing Daniel and his wife, Lizy,
around Los Cabos. We were sharing what
a blessing the Carlos Ungson family had
been to us during the many meetings and
visits the Annacondia Crusade necessitated.
It was then that Daniel said, “Ungson?
I think that’s the name of the family that
gave us shelter thirty-eight years ago
when we first came to Cabo San Lucas
on our honeymoon.” Daniel then shared
how they had driven from La Paz on their
honeymoon to see Cabo San Lucas. Little
did they know there were no hotels in Cabo
San Lucas. They were only able to find a
little Methodist Church. In desperation,
they knocked on the door and a wonderful
Christian couple fed them and let them spend the night
there.
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Daniel asked if they could possibly see if the
Ungsons we knew were the same family that had cared
for them thirty-eight years ago. We were able to make
the connection with the Ungsons and they were indeed
the couple that had cared for Daniel and Lizy! In fact,
the little Methodist church is now the family real estate
office next door to their hotel. What a precious reunion
it was! In a later conversation, Daniel shared about
Avanza sin Tranza with Mr. Ungson. He lit up with the
connections he has in Los Cabos and will be making
contacts to help bring the initiative to various sectors
of society in Los Cabos! What a divine appointment—
thirty-eight years in the making—and what a testimony
to the Ungson’s continued response to the Holy Spirit
and His leading!
God continued to show Himself strong in making
the connections we will need for the transformation
process. The Monday before Daniel flew into Los
Cabos, he was in Mexico City as a journalist, which is
part of his calling. He was testifying against the gay
and lesbian marriage bill that Mexican President Pena
Nieto just proposed to the legislature for legalization.
Of all the people present in Mexico City, Daniel met a
young lawyer, who is also a pastor and was testifying,
as well. Daniel was so drawn to this pastor/lawyer
that he made a point of mentioning this to us early in
the visit. The brother Daniel met in Mexico City was

Pastor Jorge Pasalagua (pictured here). For those of
you who have followed our website for any length of

time, Pastor Pasalagua, along with his church Amistad
Cristiano in La Paz, was one of the first photos on our
“friends of the ministry” page. We only replaced that
page last year with the Carlos Annocondia Crusade
page.
We first met Pastor Pasalagua in 2011, while
driving back to Michigan from a two and a half month
mission trip where we worked on Pastor Carlos
Maciel’s parsonage and first church. We could not
find our hotel in La Paz. From the highway, we could
see a smaller, but nice church with its lights on, on
a Saturday night. We drove to the church to ask for
directions, but in addition to directions, we also found a
wonderful pastor, family, and congregation. They were
immediately so precious in spirit that we decided to go
to their church the next day. We were greatly blessed
at how likeminded their teaching was to our own, and
had instant camaraderie.
It ended up being another year and a half before
we were able to move to Los Cabos and of course, we
were instantly busy. Since that time, Pastor Pasalagua
has begun an Amistad Cristiano church plant in Cabo
San Lucas, where he saw us one Sunday as he was
driving by Cabo Church, where we were out front
greeting. He told us the location of the church, but we
never really found it and had never been able to visit
it. We were greatly blessed for the connection between
Pastor Pasalagua and Daniel. We visited the church
plant on the Sunday evening when Daniel was with us.
It was a blessing to fellowship with Pastor Jorge and
his wife after the service. We do not know the
totality of this divine connection, but we know
it was not by chance and we are grateful for it!
Our last connection during Daniel’s visit
was a continuation of Saturday night with the
Messianic Congregation. Pastor Javier Vega
shared with Daniel that one of their congregations
is influential in the hotel industry and a few
of the leaders of the industry are part of his
congregation. If possible, they wanted Daniel
to present Avanza sin Tranza to them during
this first trip. Mr. Ungson graciously offered
the veranda of Casa Bella for the meeting and
Daniel was able to share the necessity and power
of this initiative in Mexico (as well as in other

parts of the world). The Messianic leaders were deeply
impressed and are preparing to bring the program to
their hotel(s) as soon as the end of this August, in order
to train their hotel employees in the biblical values,
which are the core of the program’s material!
I would just like to challenge all of you to
discuss the plans you have for your life, your business
and your sphere of influence with the Lord. Spend
more time with him alone and listen to what He has to
say. If you are already accustomed to doing this, ask
the Lord for more revelation and more understanding.
He delights in sharing the rule of His Kingdom on
earth with Sons and Daughters who delight to do His
will. You will personally never regret your new way
of life! Only He can make such divine appointments!
Only you can walk in them when He leads!
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New Life Transformation
The Revival of the Heart…
The Transformation of a Country
We were greatly blessed to have many individuals and ministries
step up and help support the Carlos Annacondia crusade held in
April of this year. As we look to the next step in the revival and
transformation of Los Cabos, though, we find ourselves once again in
need of ministry partners. We continue to seek on-going support for
both ourselves, as well as for transformation efforts. That’s where the
New Life Transformation Fund comes in. The goal of this fund is to
have Kingdom resources available to bring in ministries and speakers,
as well as pay for transformation endeavors. Please consider…
Supporting us monthly
Donating to the New Life Transformation Fund – Making
Transformation Possible in Los Cabos
Supporting other on-going Los Cabos mission projects
We have put together a half-page flyer highlighting the
transformation fund. The bottom half (shown to the right)
can be printed on the back of the flyer, providing New Life
Outreach background information. If you would please
consider distributing these flyers or inserting them into your
bulletins, we would greatly appreciate it. If you would prefer a
high-resolution flyer laid out two per page, please e-mail us at
rhonda@newlifeoutreach.us.
Thank You again for your continued support and prayers.
God is doing a mighty work in Los Cabos. We are blessed to be a
part of what He is doing!
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A Revival of the Heart...

The Transformation
of a Country
New Life Outreach
Transformation Fund

Donate Now or Give Monthly
Richard & Rhonda Mead
4379 Holton-Whitehall Rd, Holton, MI 49425
www.newlifeoutreach.us
On-line, Bill Pay, Cash or U.S. Mail
Support New Life Outreach Today!

TransformOurWorld
New Life Outreach is a Christian, non-profit organization currently operating in Los Cabos,
Mexico. Back in 2010, Co-directors Richard and Rhonda Mead felt led to attend a conference in Los
Cabos. While there, they met Bob Bradbury, who had been called to bring revival to the area. After
spending much time in prayer, Richard and Rhonda felt God leading them to revival for the area, as
well. After his passing, they picked up Bradbury’s mantle and began the move to Los Cabos, praying
for revival, and beginning the leg work toward the transformation of not only a city, but a nation.

Our Passion:
Jesus Christ!

Our Mission: Bringing the Body of Christ
together for the transformation of Los Cabos, MX!

Richard and Rhonda were able to initiate and oversee a Carlos Annacondia Crusade in April 2016. Current efforts
include affiliation with Transform Our World, a ministry led by Ed Silvoso that focuses on the complete transformation of an
area: business, government, and education - bringing the Kingdom of God to every sphere of life. The Meads are also working
closely with Daniel Valles and Avanza Sin Tranza – Thrive without Bribes – an initiative that works with government, law
enforcement, education, hospitality, businesses, and churches to thrive by living/operating according to righteous principals.
The program has been a huge success in Juarez, MX and they look forward to the program’s initiation in Los Cabos in the fall
of 2016.
In addition to these transformation initiatives, Richard and Rhonda work with local pastors, churches, and ministries,
loving the people on a daily basis and spreading the message of God’s love and His redeeming grace. For more about New
Life Outreach and these day-to-day ministry opportunities, please visit http://www.newlifeoutreach.us/blogging-cabo.

www.newlifeoutreach.us - 4379 Holton-Whitehall Rd. - Holton, MI 49425
Whether a one-time gift toward transformation expenses or on-going support for Richard and Rhonda, your help is
needed! Please consider praying for and financially supporting New Life Outreach and the transformation of Los Cabos.
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His Leading

Our Passion - Jesus Christ!

Our Mission - Bringing the Body of Christ together for the
transformation of Los Cabos, MX!
Thank You!
We can’t thank you enough for all of your love and
support. Many of you continue to call and ask what can be done
to help. We do continue to need daily operational support. We
would ask that you pray and ask God about possibly supporting
us on a regular basis. Donations may be made on our web site:
www.newlifeoutreach.us, through your bank’s ‘Bill Pay’ service
or through the mail (address shown below). Your donations go a
long way!

New Life Outreach is a Christian, non-profit organization based out of Holton, MI (USA), with current operations
in Los Cabos, MX. Co-directors Richard and Rhonda Mead are ordained ministers with Bethany Bible Training
Center (formerly Pinecrest Bible Training Center of Salisbury Center, N.Y.). You may know Rhonda from the
TCT Network, where she has appeared on “Ask the Pastor” for more than 19 years. Along with being seasoned
ministers and Bible teachers, Richard and Rhonda have great confidence in the power of God for healing,
deliverance and total transformation in the lives of believers.

www.newlifeoutreach.us
4379 Holton-Whitehall Rd. - Holton, MI 49425

